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The Itanium platform also came to light during this time with a chip by Intel which gave it a computing power of about 850 Mhz. We will try to investigate this possibility further in the upcoming section. 64 bit support is the feature with the most impact for everyone. This is because this time the new data representation is double the size of the 32-bit representation. This means that it will consume
twice the amount of memory when you need it. Using 64 bit Windows will dramatically improve the speed of your system. Microsoft has introduced the 64-bit version of Windows 7 recently, and other versions are expected in the coming months. The Ubuntu OpenOffice 3.0 is a version that included 64-bit support. You can download the package from the Ubuntu repository on their website. This
package is the first of its kind. It does not only support the 64-bit architecture, but also the 32-bit architecture. The package itself is huge and it would be difficult to list the components that are included in it. The components list is as follows; Installed file size of the package 1.77GB. The Ubuntu version of 64-bit OpenOffice has a lot of features. It includes the following; Bilingual support (English
and French), Dictionary, Thesaurus, Calc, Impress, Draw, Base, Math, Composer, and Plug-ins. Language support is a great feature for the users of Ubuntu. It is able to add a few applications from any language. A search in the software center for Ubuntu 64-bit will return you the list of applications. Some of the other applications include; Calculator, Mail, calendar, browser, image viewer, text editor,
word processor, and spreadsheet. The problem with this version is that it is not compatible with Windows applications yet. The last OpenOffice 3.0 available in the 32-bit architecture only supports the 32-bit Windows applications. The next release of OpenOffice will be a version that supports the 64-bit Windows applications as well. The new version of OpenOffice will be available for both 32-bit
and 64-bit operating systems. In addition, the new version will also support the latest Microsoft.Net Framework which includes ASP, ASP.Net, and VB.Net. While Microsoft is the most popular.Net framework provider, others such as Mono and J# are also available. 64-bit System Requirements 64-bit system is available on all processors that support 32-bit operating systems. The 64-bit system
architecture is capable of processing 64 82157476af
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